Abstract. In this paper we prove strong and ¿'-norm convergence of martingales with respect to a faithful normal semifinite weight on a von Neumann algebra.
1. Introduction. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and <p be a faithful normal semifinite weight on M+ (the positive cone of M). We denote by n^ the set of all elements x G M with (p(x*x) < +00 and by m,, the linear span of n*nT. Then <p is uniquely extended to a linear functional on m^ and we also denote it by <p. For a von Neumann subalgebra N of M, if there exists a faithful a-weakly continuous projection e of norm one from M onto TV such that q?(x) = <p(e(x)) for every x G m , we call e the conditional expectation onto N with respect to <p. Takesaki [6] proved that there exists a unique conditional expectation onto N with respect to <p if and only if <p is semifinite on N (i.e., N D m9 is a-weakly dense in N) and N is globally invariant under the modular automorphism group associated with oe.
Let M" be the predual of M (i.e., the set of all a-weakly continuous linear functionals on M ). Suppose that TV is a von Neumann subalgebra of M such that the conditional expectation e onto N with respect to 95 exists. Then we define L\N; e) as the set of all elements \p G M^ with \p = \p ° e. For any \p G M^ we define e*(\p) = ip ? e. Thus e* is of norm one. It is clear that e* is a projection from Af" onto L\N; e).
Suppose that <p is a state. Goldstein [4] embedded M into M^ and defined L\N) as the closure of N in M* for any von Neumann subalgebra TV of M. If the conditional expectation e onto N with respect to <p exists, L\N) coincides with L](N; e) defined as above. In that paper he proved the strong convergence of martingales. We generalize this to the case in which tp is a weight.
2. Increasing martingales. In this section we fix an increasing net {A^} of von Neumann subalgebras of M such that the conditional expectation ea onto 7Va with respect to <p exists for every a.
Theorem 2. The conditional expectation £M onto Va Na with respect to <p exists and the following assertions are satisfied:
(i) (ea(x)} converges to e^x) in the s*-topology for every x G M; (ii) [e*a(yp)} converges to e£,(i/') in the norm for every \p G Af".
Proof. Since 9 is semifinite on Na and Na is globally invariant under the modular automorphism group associated with <p for every a, <p is semifinite on Va Na and Va Na is globally invariant under the modular automorphism group. Hence there existía unique conditional expectation ek onto VajVa with respect to 9?. By the uniqueness of the conditional expectation ea -ett ° e^ for every a. Therefore to prove (i) and (ii) we may assume that M = Va Na without loss of generality.
(i) We first prove that if ea(x) = 0 for every a, then x = 0. Assume that e0(x) = 0 for every a. We fix an index a0 and for any \p G M" we put \p = \p ° ea . Then for any a> a0 and a G Na we have ^>(ax) -\p(ea(ax)) = ip(aea(x)) -0. Therefore ip(ax) = 0 for any a G UaNa. Since UaNa is a-weakly dense in M, we have 4>(ax) = 0 for any a G M. Hence ^(£a(x*x)) = \p(x*x) = 0. Since \p G -M* is arbitrary, ea (x*x) = 0, and since ea is faithful, it follows that x = 0. Next we prove that {ea(x)} converges to x in the a-weak topology for any x G M. Since {ea(x)} is uniformly bounded, for any subnet (ea.(x)} there exists a subnet {ea»(x)} which converges to some y G M in the a-weak topology. For every a, because of a-weak continuity of ea, it follows that ea(ea»(x)) tends to ea(y) as a" Î in the a-weak topology. Here for sufficiently large a" we have ea(ea.,(x)) = ea(x). Hence ea(x) = ea(y) Ior every a and we have x = y by the fact that is proved above. Thus {e"(x)} converges to x in the a-weak topology. Moreover for any \p G M* it follows that
,r,((ea(;c) -x)(ea(x) -x)*) tends to 0 as a î in the same way and we have (i).
(ii) Since (£a(x)} converges to x in the a-weak topology for any x G Af, (e*(^)} converges to \p in the weak topology for any t^ G M^. Therefore UaL\Na; ea) is weakly dense in M^ and so in the norm. Hence we have (ii) by the standard argument.
Remark. The strong convergence of martingales was proved by Connes [2] for the case in which M is a-finite, and by Lance [5] for the case in which Va Na is semifinite.
3. Decreasing martingales. In this section we fix a decreasing net {Na} of von Neumann subalgebras of M such that the conditional expectation ea onto Na with respect to tp exists for every a. Theorem 3. Suppose that <p is semifinite on Da Na. Then the conditional expectation ex onto f"L Na with respect to <p exists and the following assertions are satisfied:
(i) {£a(x)} converges to ex(x) in the s*-topology for every x G M; (ii) {£*(>/')} converges to e^(^) in the norm for every \p G M^.
Proof. Since Na is globally invariant under the modular automorphism group associated with <p for every a, so is C\a Na, and since tp is semifinite on Da Na, there exists a unique conditional expectation Eoe onto Da Na with respect to (p. By the uniqueness of the conditional expectation, ek = ^ » ea for every a.
(ii) Let any \p G M" be fixed. Then 
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for some xa G Na with ||xj| < 1. Since {xa} is uniformly bounded, for any subnet {xa.} there exists a subnet {xa,.} which converges to some x^ G M in the a-weak topology. Then xx G OaNa and | 4>(xa") -i>(ex(xa,.)) \ tends to 0 as a" î . Therefore it follows that {£*(>/')} converges to e*x(^) in the norm.
(i) It can be easily seen that {ea(x)j converges to e^x) in the a-weak topology in the same way as the proof of Theorem 2(i). For any \p G M£ we have
-xb(ejx)*ea(x)) + t(ejx)*ejx)).
Here the second and third terms of the right-hand side tend to i^(e00(x)*£00(x)) as a î . Moreover the first term is equal to e*(\p)(ea(x)*x). Here e*(\p) tends to e^ip) as a î in the norm and (e"(x)} is uniformly bounded and converges to ^(x) in a-weak topology. So it follows that £*(i//)(£a(x)*x) tends to £j)(i//)(£00(x)*x) = ir'(£00(x)*£00(x)) as a î . Thus «K(e"(x) ~ ejx))*(ea(x) -ex(x))) tends to 0 as a î . ((e^x) -£00(x))(£a(x) -^(x))*) tends to 0 as a î in the same way.
In the above theorem the condition that <p is semifinite on Da Na is necessary. Let M = /°° and for {x,} G M+ define (p({x,}) = 2°^,x,. Then M is a von Neumann algebra and <p is a faithful normal semifinite weight on M+ . Now let N" be the set of all elements {x,} G M such that x, = x2 = ■ ■ ■ = xn. Then {Nn} is a decreasing sequence of von Neumann subalgebras of M. We can easily see that the conditional expectation e" onto Nn with respect to <p exists and for any {x,} G M, e"({x,}) is the sequence [yA such that y( -(\/n) ■ 2"k=xxk for / = 1,...,« and y¡ -x¡ for /' = « + 1,-Then C\nN" -{X-T. À G C}, on which tp is not semifinite. Moreover {£"({x,})} does not always converge in the a-weak topology, because {(1/«) • 2£= ,xA} does not always converge.
In the increasing case (resp. the decreasing case) a sequence {xa} is called a martingale if xa G Na for every a and e^x^) = xa whenever a < ß (resp. a > ß).
The sequence {eq(x)} in Theorem 2 (resp. Theorem 3) is an example of martingales and such a martingale is called simple. In the decreasing case any martingale {xa} is essentially simple by considering {xa}a>ao for any fixed a0. In the increasing case, examining the proof of Theorem 2, we can easily see that a martingale is simple if and only if it is uniformly bounded. Similarly, L'-martingales in M^ can be considered and it is seen that an increasing Ü-martingale is simple if it is relatively weakly compact in Mr Recently Accardi and Cecchini [1] generalized the notion of conditional expectations on von Neumann algebras. In our forthcoming paper [8] we investigate strong convergence of martingales in terms of the generalized conditional expectation.
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